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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in 1947, has
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the
tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptituc:e; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in
terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in
this report. A description of the validation sample is included.
LAG)
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Suraartry

The General Aptitude Test Battery was administered to two samplos of students
enrolled in a two year Design course at the Fashion Institute of Technology

in. New York City, in preparation for the occupation of Clothes Designer

11-102..L. The Validation Sample includes a group of thirty-four female stu-

dents yho were tested in December 1954 and sixty-eight studente (64 females

and 4 males) who were tested in May 1955 with the GATB, B-1002A. Both

groups wore combined to make a sample of 102 students. The criterion con-
sisted of grade-point averages for the two year course.

The Cross Validation Sample includes forty-seven students (38 females and 9

males) who wore tested during the school year 1947-1948 with the General
Aptitude Test Battery, B-1001. The criterion consisted of grade-point
averages for the two yoar course.

On the basis of statistical results of the combined study, as well as the

statistical results obtained for each experimental sample, and an analysis

of the course description and the job description for Clothes Designer i1R.O2),

the following aptitudes uore selected for inclusion in the test norms:
G-Intelligenco, S-Spatial Aptitude, P-Form Perception and K-Motor Coordination.

GATB Norms for Clothes Designer tprofle5s,*1.0p,) p9c9.02/

Table I shows, for B-1001 and B-1002, the minimum acceptable score for each

aptitude included in the test norms for Clothes Designer is/a..00.

TABLE I

Minimum Acceptable Scores on B-1001 and B-1002 for 5-g2

o ,

-t

ff=11562

TestsAptitude Tests
Minimum Acceiaable

Aptitude Score Aptitude
Minimum AcciiTy-EgEri

Aptitude Score

G CB-1-H 105 G Part 3 100

CB-1-1 Part
CB-1-J Part 6

S C13-1....R 105 S Part 3 100
CB-1-H

P CB-1-A . 100 p Part 5 100

CB-1-L Part 7

T CB-1-G 90 K Part 8 '95

CB-1-K
_ --

------ . ______-__------
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Effectiveness of Norma

The data in Table V-C Indicate that 28 of the 49 poor students, or 57 percent
of7them did:not'achieve the minimum soores establiShed as cutting scores on
the recommended test norms. Moreover, 73 of the 94 studente-mho made qualifY-
ingz!best-,,soores, or 78 peroent, mere good students..



TECIINIC.AL REPORT

I. Problem

ThiS stu4y was conducted to determine the best.combination of aptitudes
and minimum soores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Bat-
tertfor-the occupation of Clothes Designer i/itg,c,0/.

II. Sample

This study is based on two samples of students enrolled in a two yoar
Design course at the Fashion Institute of Technology in Now York City, in
proparation for the ocoupation of Clothes Designer 00//c2-c-W-. The Validation

Sample was teated with the B-1002A edition of the.GATB3 the Cross Validation
Semple WAS tested with the B-1001 edition of the GATB.

A. Validation

The Validation Sample consists of two groups of senior class members:
34 female students who were tested in December 1954 and 68 students
(64 fanales and 4 males) who were tested in May 1955. Both groups were
tested with the B-1002A edition of the GATB. The two groups were com-
bined inte one sample of 102 students on the basis of the following:
the course content for both samples was identical; the same performance
standards were applicable to both samples and Comparable criterion data

-mere available; both groups were at approximately .the same age level.

B...Cross Validation Sample

The Cross Validation Sample consists of 47 upper &lass members (38 females
and.9maled)who were tested during the 1947-48 school year with the B-1001
edition of the GATB.

Table II shows the means, standard deviations, ranges and Pearson produot-
moment correlations with the Oriteria for years of age for the Validation,
Cross Vhlidation, and Canbined Samples.

TABLE II

Means (M), Standard Deviations (a), Ranges, and Pearson Product-
Moment Correlations with the Criterion (r) for Years ef Age

Clothes Designer Get-c)fess- /4- A-2,c,,)/--149, e/

Sample N M Range r

'Validation 102 20.1 1.9 18.6 - 30 .279*
Cross Validation 47 20.9 2.8 19 - 32 .316*
Combined 149 20.3 2.2 18.6 - 32 --

* Significant at the .01 level

4
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The. trro aRamploa appear to bo similar viith 2'0 3pact to ago, although tha moanis alightly higher and the diaporaion aomovihat greator for tl._o Cr0e3 Vali-
dation Sample. The significant oorrolations of low magnitudo betwoon ago
and tho criteria for both the 1,alidation Samrle and the Cross Validation _Sam-
pla probably rofleot tho influenoo of noveral oases betwoon tho &goo of 25
yeara .and 32 years; all of those studants except one had grado-point averages
.above ithe mean of tho sample 4

Although .eduoation data for the studonts in the sample wore not providod,
graduation ;from an aoademio, vocational or technioal high aohool ia requirt
for admausion to the Fashion Institute of Technology. None of the studenta
had had .taacupational experience as Clothoa Dosigner.

M. Job DeaorAtilan
Job Title: Clothes Designer (pral as c:20,1 <sv 2

Job Sul-weary: Designs and propares original patterns for now types and styles
of-women's and childrenia vaporing apparel. Seeks ideas for new clothing
dosigns by reading publications such as trade journals and fashion magazines,

,fashion displays and oonferring with salesmon and buyers on trade
ip:aeforoncos. Skotohos now designs and makes papor patterna for garmanto.
tStudies and performs tho machine and hand operations required to construct
igaralonts so that dosigns may be in koeping with actual production mothoda.
Zrstroduoos cample garmonts to sales staff and management and inspects com-
pleted garments on models for lines, drape, proportiona and other features.
Mritos garmant spooifications for production purpoaes. Follows up on sucoess
of now clothing dosigns by ohooking 072 quentitieti ordered and reorderad.

Work Porformd: Seeks ideas for now clothing designs: Reads trado journals,
Poroign Dna domestic fashion magazines and fashion sections of nowspopera.
Keaps portfolios of selectod clippings on fashion previews, fashionable clothes
worn at the opora, play oponings, rescirts and night cluba. Studies type of
olothoa worn by stago and scroon stars and other preminent peonle. Confers
with a alemaon and buyora on traeo proforences. May visit art exhibita, trade
fairo, f," a nit t conters, faahionable hotels, and night caubd- for first-hand
obaasevations

Doaigars gormonts and rcakes original pattornis: Selects :beat features of one
or moro styles, making ohangos and adaptations to -form .now interpretation
'and makes okatch of new dosign. Selects fabric and trimming frora samplos or
stoOk on hand. Makes an original pattern either by ,(a) draping percalono or
muslin on figure. form and cutting paper pattern from draped sectional, or
(b) uaine standard rdeasuremenbs for making paper paiabern and outting poroa-
lone model from it. Sowa seotions together or has them sewed. Studies and
performs the machine and hand operations requirod to conatruct garments ao
that designa may be in keeping with actual produotion methods. Inspoota
model on fiGuro form for fit and line. May oompute oost of produoing gar-
ment, making any design ohanges neoessary to meet oost limitationa. Gives
aketch, pattern, and sample for fabrio and trim to Sample Tailor.

'Introduces aample garment: Shows garment as worn by living model to .0ales

staff and management. Inspects completed garment on figure form andeon living

model for line, drape, proportion, alai other features. Rooeives offaasiel

approva1 from mane. g :anent to put model into production. Writes specifications

5
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for Earment, describing construction, color schome, and types of fabrics to

be used. Enters sketch and data concerning garment in firmls stylebook to
provide record of design.

Follows up success of now garmentt Examines stock 6arments to see that pro-
duction department is meetf.ng sDecifications. Keeps infermed of buyers' or-

ders and reorders, and notes color and size preferences and regional response

:for f*ture reference.

Y. zaltEyi....2221a113.2.:,ttorz

All parts of the GATB, B-10024were administered to the Validation Sample.
All parts of the GATB, B-1001, were administered to the Cross Validation Sampl

V. Criterion

The criterion for both the Validation and Cross Validation Sampleu consists of

grade-point averages which were based on all courses for the four terms. Thin

criterion Was chosen because school authorities believed that grade-point
averages based on all of the courses would provide a better indication of

sehool sucoess than grade-point averages based on shop-type courses only. A

grade-point average is computed by multiplying the grade value of each mark

by the nuniber oZ periods.per week. The total is divided by the nuaber of how

of *instruction. The following grades were used for final marks:

Ma

H - Honor
G - Good
S - Satisfactory
L . Low
F - Failure

Inc. - Incomplete

Grade Value

5
2
1
0
0

A grade-point average of 2000 is required to remain in the Institute.

Table III shows the means, standard deviations and ranges of the grade-poilAt

averages for the Validation Sample and the Cross Validation Sample.

TABLE III

Iflians (M), Standard Deviations (41), and Ranges of Grade-.Point
Averages

Clothes Designer Lproh.355,1-4610,,, OS')

Sample lf M a Range

Validation
Cross Validation

102
47

2.60
2.67

.Z5
47

2.00 -3.77
1.93 4-3.39

..---



The data in. Table III show the Validation flnd Cro:;0, Validation Samples to bo
similar with respoct to the obtair:cd grad-point avges in tc:rms of both
level of performance and dispersion. Tn tho Cress Validation Sample, ono
student had a grade-point average slightly below 2.00, but apparently con-
tinued to pursue the course of study at the school.

For the Validation Sample the reliability of the eriterion was determined
by oorrelating the average courae gradeo for the first and fourth torms
with the average course grades for the second and third termsft The obtained
coefficient of correlation was .749;-app1ication cf the Spoarman-Brown Pro-
phecy formula raises this coefficient to .866. Per the Cresc Validation
Sample only total grade-point averages for all four terms were provided;
separate grade-point averages for eneh of tho four terms were not made avail-
able, therefore; the reliability of the oriterion for the Cross Validation
Sample vas not computed.

rt. Stati8tical

Both samples of Clothes Designer students mere undergoing substantially the
came type of training at the same school. Examination of available data
has shown that the two samples are sufficiently similar with respect to age,
performance in the school and aptitude level to warrant combining the date
whenever statistioally feasible. Therefore, data for the samples have beer
analyzed separately and in combination on the basis of both statistioal and
qualitative considerations. Means, standard deviations and correlations with
the criterion were calculated for the aptitude scores for each sample separately.
Means and standard deviations of the aptitude scores vmre also calculated for
the Combined Sample.

Since the Validation Sample was tnsted with the B-l002A edition of the G1TB
and the Crons Validation Sample was tested with the B-1001 edition of the
GATB, it 77.' necessary to convert the B-1001 aptitude score means and standard
deviations of the Cross Validation Sample to equivalent B-1002 means and
standard dovia,dons before oolt.bining the data of those two ealuples. The con-
versions were based on standard acere equations for B-1001 amd B-1002 aptitude
scoros. Appropriato formulae were used to oombine the data to obtain moans
and standard de-viatiass of the B-1002 aptitude scores for the Combined Sample
of 149 students.

Table IV-A shows the B-1002 means, standard deviations, and Pearson product-
moment correlations with the criterion for tho aptitudes of the GATB for the
Validation Sample. Table IV-B shows the B-1001 means and standard deviations,
equivalent B-1002 means and atandard deviations and Pearson product-moment
correlations with the criterion for the aptitudes of the GATB for the Cross
Validation Sample. Table IV-C shows the moans and standard deviations for
the aptitudes of the GATB, B-1004 for the Combined Sample.

The means and standard deviations of the aptitudes are comparable to general
population norms with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 20.
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TABLE IV-A

B-1002 Means (M). S-:andard Devj.ations (a), and Pearson
Product-Moment Correlationa with the Criterion (r)

for the Aptitudes of the GhTB

Clothes Designer (proc..s_s, KIP.) Pic). CYJ/

Validation Sample
N = 102

Aptitudes M a r

G-Intolligence 109.7 11.0 .366**
V-Verbal Aptitude 111.5 11.9 334**
N-Numerlcal Aptitude 100.3 12.9 .291**
S-Spatial Aptitude 114.6 14.5 .210*
P-Form Perception 114.8 13.9 307**
Q-Clerioal Perception 111.9 10.9 .140
K-Motor Coordination 115.9 16.3 .196*
F-Finger Dexterity 116.7 16.5 .078
M-Manual Dexterity 108:8 18.3 .077

** Significant at the .01 level
* Significant at the .05 level

TABLE IV-B

B-1001 Means (N) and Standard Deviations (a), Equivalent B-1002 Means and
Standard Deviations and Pearson Product-Moment Correlations with the Criterion (r)

for the Aptitudes of the GATB

Clothes Designer Cpi'c. vt- 'iv ,) 14/07-0? /

Cross Validation Sample
N = 47

B-1001
n

B-100

Aptitudes M a M.. a r

a-Intelligence 116.9 14.3 111 13 .156
V-Verbal Aptitude 115.4 15.5 113 16 .216
N-Numeric&l Aptitude 106.6 15.4 102 14
S-Spatial Aptitude 122.1 14.8

I
118 15 .330*

P-Form Perception . 116.4 17.6 113 17 .179
Q-Clerical Perceptio'a 108.0 16.9 108 15 -.169
A-Aiming# 116.5 19.3 116 18 .133
T-Motor Speed4 107.1 18.4 109 18 .156
F-Finger Dexterity 110.7 15.0 107 15 .172
M.-Manual Dexterity 98.3 17.5 95 18 .258

m. ,

.* Significant at the .05 level
# Converts to equivalent B-1002 score on



TABLE IV -C

Means (1) and Standard Deviations (0) for the
Aptitudos of tho GATB, B-1002

Clothes Designer N-WIAJO /.9d-c"2 /

Combined Sample
N = 149

Aptitudes M

G-Intelligenee 110.3 11.7
V-Verbal Aptitude 112.3 13.4
N-NUmerical Aptitude 100,6 13.4
S-Spatial Aptitude 115.9 14.4
P-Form Peroeption 114.4 16.0
Q-Clerical Perception 110.7 ' 12.6
K-Motor Coordination # 113.e 17.0
P-Finger Dexterity

. 113.6 16.4
M-Manual Dexterity 104.6 19.1

Based on combination of converted Aptitude T
data for the Cross Validation Sample and Ap-
titude K data for the Valie.ation Sample.

The statistical results were interpreted in the light of job analysis data
and course deseziptions. The job analysis and the course descriptions indi-
cated that the following aptitudes'measured by the GATB appeared to be im-
portant for this occupat5on:

Intelli ence - required to understand tbe principles of design
and teUnIques of constructing garments; to acquire essential
knowledge of fabrics, design and color; to gather ideas for new
models by reading fashion magazines and trade journals.

Spatial Aptitude(S) - required to visualize or perceive the garments
to be made or fitted, to create and Sketch designs and to construct
and use original patterns.

Form Perce tion (P) - required to drape and fit models, to inspect'
samp es forTe, -arape and fit in order to make adjustments.

Motor Coordination (K) required for manipulative skills needed
=arapinE7M-Eing arid constructing garments.

Finer Dexteri (F) and Manual Dexterity (M) - required to perform_ _

operations necessary to construct garments and
to drape and fit garments.



Table IV-A, whioh presents data for the Validation Sample, shows 'elat the
highost mean scores in descending order of magnitude wore obtained for
Aptitudes F, K, P and S, respectively. All of the aptitudes have standard
deviations of less than 20 with Aptitude Q exhibiting the smallest standard
deviation. Mon N = 102, correlations of .251 and .195 are required for
significance at the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively.
Aptitudes G, V, N and P show oorrelatione with the oriterion significant at
the .01 level and Aptitudes S and K show signifieant oorrolations with the
criterion at tho .05 level.

Table IV-B, Mhioh presents data for the Cross Validation Sample, shows
that the highest moan soores in deoreasing order of magnitude wore
obtained for Aptitudes 8, G, A, P and V, respeotively. All of the apti-
tudes have standard deviations of loss than 20, with Aptitude G exhibiting
the smallest standard deviation. When N = 47, oorrelations of .372 and
.288 aro required for signifioance at the .01 and.05 levels of oonfidenoe,
respeotively. Aptitude-S shaws a correlation with the oriterion eignifi-
cant at the .05 level.

Table IV-C, Which presents means and standard deviations of the aptitudes
neasured by the B-1002 edition of the GATB for tho Combined Sample, shows
that tho highest mean soores in descending order of magnitude were obtained
for Aptitudes Sy P, K, F and V, respeotively. Aptitude G shows the
smallest standard deviation for the Combined Sample.

Aptitudes G, S, P, K and F (G. S, P, T and F for B-1001) were oonsidered
for inclusion ilathe test norms on the basis of the qualitative and quan-
titative faotove cited above. All of these aptitudes appear to be Impor-
tant in terma of job analysis data. Aptitudes 8, P. K and F have high
moan scoroa for both the Validation and Combined Samples. Aptitude S
shows significant correlation with the criteria of the Validation and
Cross Validation Samples and Aptitudes G, p and K dhow signifioant oorre.
lations with the oriterion of the Validation Sample,

Tetrachorio correlations with the, criterion mere computed for several
sots of trial norms consisting of variaus combinations of Aptitudes 0,
S, P, K and F (G, S, P, T and F for the Cross Validation Sample), and
appropriate cutting scores for the Validation and Cross Validation Samples.
Although some significant results were obtained for both samples with

--various sets of trial nermsit was found that tho bast seleotive effi-
oienoy was obtained with norms which included Aptitudes G, S, P and K.
In view of these results, Aptitude F was excluded from further considera-

.

tion and Aptitudes G, So P and K (0, S, P and T for B-1001) wore seleoted
for inolusion in the test norms.. The outting soores for Aptitudea G, Se
P and K were set at one standard deviation unit below the moan scores of
the Combined Sample and rounded to the nearest fivo-point score levels.
Setting cutting scores at these levels yielded'the best seleotive effi-
ciency for the Validation and Combined-Samples as well as good selective
efficiently for the Cross. Validation Sample and resulted in B-1002 outting
/wares of 100, 1009 100 and 95 for Aptitudes G, S, P and K, respeotiwely.
The B-1002 norms were converted to equivalent (on the basis of standard
soore equations) B-1001 nerds consisting of G-105, S,.105, P-100 and T-90.'

10
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Although thore was some statistioal ovidenoo to warrant tho inolusion of
Aptitudoo V, N and A, those aptitudos wore omitted from tho final toot
norms booaune they did not appear to bo important on the basio of job analy-
ois data or oourso dosoriptions. Although Aptitudo M allowed evidenoe of
importanoo for this 000upation in terms of the job analysis data and oourse
dosoriptiono, there mus no statistical evidenoe to warrant its inolusion in
the test norms.

VII. Conourrentof Norma

For the purpose of computing the tetraohorio oorrolation 000fficients be-
tweet the toot norms and tho criteria and applying the Chi Square toots
the criteria for tha Validation and the Cross Validation Samples were
diohotanized. For each sample, the criterion was diohotomizod at the
point whioh resulted in as oloso to one-third of the sample as possible
being placed in the law criterion group.

The oriterion for tho Validation Sample.was dichotomized by plaoing those
studonts who received a grado-point average of 2.43 or higher in the high
criterion group; those students who received a grade-point average of 2.42
or lower were placed in the low criterion group. This placed 34, or 33
percent, of the 102 students in the low criterion group.

The criterion for the Crosn Validation Sample was dichotomized by' placing
. those students who reooived a grade-point average of 2.41 or higher in. the

blzh criterion group; those students mho reoeived a grade-point average of
2.40 or lower were plaoed in the low criterion group. This plaoed 158 or.
32 percent, of the 47 students in the low criterion group.

The B-1002 norms were used to compute the tetradhoric correlation and
apply the Chi Square test for the Validation Samples and the equivalent
B-1001 norms wore used when those computations wore made for the Cross
Validation Sample. The tetrachoric correlation and Chi Squaro test for
the Combined Sample are based on a table which is a composite of the
tables dbtained for eadh sample for its respective norms.

Tables V-A and V-B show the disoriminative value of the B-1002 norms and
B-1001 norns for the Validation and Cross Validation Samples, respeotively.
Table V=C shows the discrininative value of the norms for the Combined
Sample. Iu eadh table students in the low criterion group were designated
as "poor students" and those in the high oriterion group were designated
as "good students." .



TABLE V-A

Relationship between B-1002 Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes G, S. P, and IC
with Critical Scores of 100, 100, 100, and 95, Respectively,

and the Criterion for the Validation Sample

Clothes Designer (pi-o
c*? /

N = 102

Non-Qualifying
Test Score s

Quail ing
Test Scores

Total

Good Students 17 51 68

Poor Students 17 17 34

Total 34 68 102

rtet
= .41

a'rtet = .17

X2 = 5.300

2 .025

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between
the test norms and the criterion for the Validation Sample.

TABLE V-B

Relationship between B-1001 Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes G, S, P, and T

with Critical Scores of 105, 105, 100 and 90, Respectively,
and the Criterion for the Cross Validation Sample

Clothes Designer tipreece...5.s, Y---A",;11

N = 47

Non-4ua1ifying
Test Scores

@ua i yang
Test Scores

Total

Good Students 10 22 32

Poor Students 11 4 15

Total 21 26 47

,rtet = .62

a .= 24rtet

X2 = 5.714

P < .01
2

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between
the test norma and the criterion for the Cross Validation Sample.
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TABLE V-C

Relationship between Test Honns and tho Criterion
for the Combined Sample

-B-1001 Norms:
B-1002 Norms:

G-105,
G-100,

S-105,
S-100

P-100,
P-100,

T-90
K-95

Clothes Designer (proFes, )-4 HO')
N = 149

--YOiS7-7041iii.Tifying

. Test Scores
Z11617.3TO.ne:

Test Scores
Total

Good Students 27 73 100

Poor Students 28 21 49

Total 55 94. 149
I

.

rtet = .47

a
rtet = .14

X = 11.569

p 4 .005

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the
test norms and the critorion for the Combined Sample. The Chi Square test
indicates that there are fewer than five chances in one thousand that the
obtained positive relationship between the test norms and the criterion
occurred by chance.

VIII. Conclusions

On the basis of mean scores, correlations with the criterion, job analy-
sis, and course analysis data and their combined selective efficiency,
it is recoLmended that Aptitudes G, S, P and K with minimum scores of
100, 100, 100, and 95, respectively, bo used as B-1002 norms for Clothes
Designer 0-46.01. Equivnlent B-1001 norms consist of G-105, S-105, P-100,
and T-90.

Mon the specific test norms for an occupation include four aptitudes,
only, those occupational aptitude patterns which include throo of those
four aptitudes with cutting scores that aro within ten points of the
cutting scores.established for tho specific norms aro considered for
that occupation. The only ono of the existing 22 occupational aptitude
patter:ns which meets these criteria for this study is OAP-20, which
consists of G-110, S-100, P-100 for D-1002. The selective efficiency
of OAP-20 for this sample was determined by means of the tetrachoric
correlation technique: A tetrachoric correlation of .35 with a stand-
ard error of .13 was obtained, which indicates a significant relation-
ship between OAP-20 and the criterion for this experimental sample. The
proportion of the sample screened out by OAP-20 uns .54, which is within
the required range of .10 to .60. Therefore, it is recommended that
OAP-20 be used in, eounseling for the occupation of Clothes Designer

13


